
As the largest provider of aged 16-19 study programmes in the West Midlands, the
facilities team at Sandwell College are responsible for the hygiene and cleanliness of the
facilities used by thousands of students across three separate campuses. 

Arrow County Supplies have a longstanding, positive relationship with Sandwell College.
When approached about washroom-blockages in 2021, Arrow collaborated with the
team to provide the best solution.
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The Problem
Heavy footfall meant the washrooms were becoming difficult to manage. 
Traditional mini jumbo toilet roll dispensers were being emptied several times per day,
resulting in high task time and large quantities of wasted product. 
Sites used recycled toilet roll, causing frequent drain blockages, increasing costs of
building maintenance.

The Solution
Installing our Andarta® SynergySmart System 600:
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Pure paper breaks down quickly and easily,
preventing blockages.

A high quality, secure toilet roll dispenser.

Controls the dispensing of tissue paper
to prevent overuse.

Significant improvements on waste reduction
and cost-in-use savings.
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By installing System 600, Sandwell College were able to control dispensing, reduce dispenser
breakages and eliminate drain blockages. This allowed the management team to
significantly reduce maintenance costs, while boosting washroom appearance and
performance across every Campus.

Arrow provides an effortless service; I know I can easily place an order and it will
turn up within 48 hours with no issues. We have developed a relationship built
on trust and clear communication."

Feedback from Tony Millard, Estates Manager.

£2,000 a year saved
on maintenance

100% more capacity
allowance

Reduced Waste
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About System 600

System 600 is the highest-
capacity toilet roll system

available, holding two rolls with a
total of 4,000 sheets toilet paper
– reducing maintenance time. 

Made from robust ABS plastic,
System 600 is also lockable,
making it ideal for settings

where vandalism is a
problem.

 

High quality, pure tissue
breaks down faster than

recycled tissue, enhancing
drain performance in busy

environments.

Increased Capacity Robust, Durable System Pure Tissue

The Results
Holding more than twice the capacity of their previous toilet roll dispensers, the use of
Andarta® System 600 allowed sites to more effectively manage cleaning time and made
maintaining campus washrooms significantly easier.

£2,000 a year saved
on maintenance

100% more 
Capacity Allowance

Reduced Waste due to
Controlled Dispensing
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